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1. EDITORIAL
NOTHING CAN BE SAID TO BE CERTAIN,
EXCEPT DEATH AND TAXES!
Never has the old saying seemed so appropriate in the United States. Even though
the country has launched a massive vaccination campaign on an unrivalled scale –
nearly 3 million doses injected every day –
they still hold the sad record of most deaths
from COVID-19 with nearly 575,000 people.
The country also seems to be on the cusp of
a historical turning point fiscally-speaking

No sooner has the ink dried on the signature of the
American Rescue Plan (USD 1.9 trillion), and the peak
effects of which should be felt in Q2 2021, than the
Biden administration has revealed the new American Jobs Plan, which will invest USD 2.2 trillion over
the next decade in infrastructure renovation and development in order to free up US growth potential.
This vast plan covers transportation infrastructure
with USD 670 bn dedicated to renovating roads
and bridges, public transportation and electric vehicles, as well as health infrastructure with nearly USD 400 bn for renovating hospitals. Although
few sectors have been missed, several major themes
do stand out: a strong focus on the fight against
climate change and development of green energy
(smart grids, renewables, water management), an
equally strong focus on the race against China for
world leadership (major efforts in R&D, onshoring
of supply chains, etc.) and a desire to correct social
inequalities (education, affordable housing, etc.).

The other reason that this plan stands out from its
predecessors is that it is not financed by debt, but
by increased taxation of companies over the next
15 years. Without any doubt, this “counterparty”
explains why there was no drastic change to longterm yields this time around…
Increased taxes cannot be limited
to companies alone, however. Joe Biden
plans to finance his redistribution
and family policies by increasing taxes
on the wealthiest households.
The most important points concern the increase in
the statutory tax rate from 21 to 28%, the introduction of a minimum tax rate for multinational companies, stricter legislation to prevent the tax inversion
of big companies and a uniform statutory tax rate
on a global level. There is still a long way to go…
The bill still needs to pass in the Senate, where the
democrats only have the majority by a single vote
and for which Joe Manchin, a moderate democrat
senator and the pivot point for the majority, has already expressed some doubts. Americans will have
to relearn how to negotiate with their partners and
with China, who have been burned by 4 years of
unilateral policy under Donald Trump… This is
an historic turnaround as the share of the corporate income tax in the federal budget receipts is at
an all-time low (less than 10%) and the tax rate is
at its lowest level in 70 years (see graph 1).
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GRAPH 1 : STATUTORY CORPORATE TAX RATE AND EFFECTIVE TAX RATE .
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Source : Tax Policy Center, St Louis FED, Banque Eric Sturdza, Effective Tax Rate = Tax receipts on Corporate Income / Total Corporate Profits .

Let’s bet that they should find allies in Europe and
particularly in France, who often agree with increasing taxes by tradition. Increased taxes cannot be limited to companies alone, however. Joe
Biden, like Roosevelt, plans to finance his redistribution and family policies by increasing taxes
on the wealthiest households, through increasing
income tax and capital gains taxes from 20% to
43.3% for households that earn over USD 1 million. Taking into account local taxes, this percentage could exceed 50% in California and New York
State, motivation enough for a continued exodus
of Silicon Valley and Wall Street millionaires to
friendlier fiscal waters…

Note that US taxation on households, particularly on the richest, has been constantly decreasing
over the past 50 years. The top income tax bracket decreased from 91% at the end of the Second
World War to 37% after Donald Trump’s Tax Cuts
and Jobs Act.
Note that taxes on American
households, particularly on
the wealthiest, have been constantly
decreasing over the past 50 years..
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GRAPH 2 : US INCOME TAX - LOWEST AND HIGHEST BRACKETS
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The lack of reaction on the equity markets may
seem surprising, particularly since the impact on
earnings per share is not neutral, and given the
boost Trump’s tax cuts on earnings per share and
the S&P500 in 2017 and beyond. We hardly noticed
the slight bump in TESLA, Bitcoin and Coinbase,
the largest crypto exchange valued close to 100bln
at the IPO and whose share price has trended lower post its initial IPO pop. Nothing to worry all
the novice traders out there for now, hardened as
they are by their recent experiences during COVID lockdowns and with their pockets full of their
latest government subsidy cheques.

On the brink of what may be a historical
turning point, this feeling of complacency
should motivate investors to be more selective and maintain a diversified strategy between risk assets and safe-haven assets and
a balance between geographical regions:
Asia where the economy is returning to normal, the United States which is reopening
and where the stimulus effects should peak
in Q2, and finally Europe, which is lagging
and that should accelerate again in the coming months as vaccination progresses.
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2. FIXED-INCOME MARKETS
CREDIT IS DOING JUST FINE, THANKS!
Tapering is more dangerous
than inflation

Credit is on the pricey end,
but remains attractive

US Treasury 10-year yields almost reached 1.75%
around Easter weekend. Now, they are closer to
1.50%, even though the American economic statistics are more and more encouraging. It seems that
the markets are beginning to get used to the idea
of inflation rates rising over the next three or four
months without panicking. What should we do with
long-term US credit in this environment? Nothing
for now we insist. Today, we see equal chances of
rates dropping to 1.45% or climbing back above
1.75%. Various factors that negatively affect the
long end of the yield curve are still present, the most
dangerous of which is tapering. When conditions allow, the Fed should tighten its monetary policy, but
before hiking rates (the traditional weapon), it will
have to remove a large portion of its non-traditional tools like Quantitative Easing. Fears of another
taper tantrum could send the still-recovering US
economy into slowdown, or even recession. Another issue: Wall Street could have trouble swallowing
the news this time. Some large investment banks see
tapering beginning in early 2022, others this summer. We think that the Fed is getting markets used
to the idea of tapering without letting the situation
get out of hand as happened in 2013.

Like equity markets, credit markets are doing well.
They have theoretically entered a phase that makes
them seem expensive, but what other choice do they
have? This is the bond version of TINA! Spreads,
although they are already very tight, remain attractive. We are still avoiding investing in overly high
quality credit (rated AA and A) because in this environment, with spreads so narrow, they behave
like proxies of government debt.
We still see the highest potential
for investment in subordinated debt
of non-banking institutions.
There are still several promising issues in the BBB
and crossover segments (BB+). On the emerging side,
there are several interesting options to be studied
more closely, but most of them are located in Latin America, a region that we currently consider to
be too risky. So, we still see the highest potential
for investment in subordinated debt of non-banking institutions. Of course, we will not be able to reproduce the exceptional performances seen in 2019
and 2020, but given the risk and volatility of government debt, these hybrid bonds continue to do
well. Their correlation with market benchmarks,
still strong, allows them to maintain value in a context that does not favour traditional bonds.
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3. EQUITIES
NOT YOUR GRANDFATHER’S BUSINESS CYCLE!
A little more than a year ago, major economies announced historic plans to fight the
economic impacts of the Covid pandemic.
By credibly limiting the depth of the economic downside, a potentially ruinous deflationary spiral was stymied before it could
take hold. These assurances enabled financial markets to look towards the end of the
tunnel, enabling corporate debt to be refinanced on the cheap. As a consequence,
the painful and usually prolonged process
of contraction, restructuring, rebuilding of
confidence leading to a new upwards cycle
was effectively turbocharged by historic involvement from global governments, with
the final catalyst being successful vaccine
announcements.
Equity markets have reflected the evolution of this
atypical business cycle in classic fashion, showing
outperformance of quality/growth stocks during the
phase of contraction and uncertainty, then ceding
leadership to cyclicals as the early recovery phase
emerged and investors rebuilt expectations of a multi-year growth accompanied by positive economic
surprises and corporate results. So far, so good. In
light of this month’s movements, the key question
emerging is whether the pause in the cyclical outperformance in April is a mere interlude, or marks
the dawn of the next phase in this atypical cycle.

The context behind the stalling of
cyclicals in April
As mentioned in our previous commentaries, as the
bellwether market, the steepening of the U.S. yield
curve catalyzed the early cycle positioning in financial markets as quality/growth underperformed cyclicals as longer-term inflation and growth expectations were revised higher on the back of strong
economic surprises. Inf lation indicators such as
the CPI and PPI continued to confirm the recovery, although not to a degree that would raise the
specter of problematic inflation dynamics in the
future. Economic activity indicators such as both
manufacturing and services ISMs continue to show
strength, although the level of surprise against consensus steadily declines in the U.S. Record bank
profitability, an accommodating Federal Reserve
and receptive financial markets (record high yield
bond issuance in Q1) conspire to fuel the recovery
that is now increasingly visible and expected. In the
Eurozone, the backdrop is consistent with an earlier cycle phase: as the laggard on the vaccination
front, economic surprises remain high against lower baseline levels and expectations as further seen
in its flatter yield curve, and while manufacturing
ISMs have progressed, services remain in the doldrums. Forward equity market valuations, around
18x vs 23x for the S&P, also continue to suggest a
disparity in expectations.
Equity markets have reflected
the evolution of this atypical business
cycle in classic fashion, showing
outperformance of quality/growth stocks
during the phase of contraction, then
ceding leadership to cyclicals as the early
recovery phase emerged.
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GRAPH 3 : GROWTH VS. VALUE
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An atypical cycle,
but a cycle nonetheless
Let us not miss the forest for the trees: the
current cycle is on an ascending phase globally, supported by fiscal policies and fluid
financial conditions across the globe, while
interest rates continue to be sharply negative in real terms across developed markets. These conditions remain favorable for
equities generally, especially as they benefit from wide valuation differentials compared to other asset classes. Although the US
market continues to set the tone, regional disparities are emerging more clearly: As the US progresses, so will the likelihood of a transition to mid-cycle positioning, i.e. more balanced between styles.

On the other hand, the April lull in European cyclicals seems at odds with its early-cycle phase, likely providing opportunities for further outperformance. We thus
continue to find equities attractive, and encourage
maintaining value/cyclical exposures especially via
Europe, and expect the ongoing earnings season,
firmly positive as of time of writing, to further confirm our relative optimism.
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5. PERFORMANCES
EQUITIES IN LOCAL CURRENCIES
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Legal information

Information on risks

This document intends to provide information and opinions on dif-

Investments are subject to a variety of risks. Before taking any deci-

ferent matters. It is intended only for this purpose. This document

sion of investment or entering in any transaction, any investor should

does not constitute an advice, an offer nor a solicitation by Banque

request detailed information on the risks associated with the decision

Eric Sturdza S.A. or on behalf of Banque Eric Strudza S.A. to buy

of investment and with the financial investment. Some type of prod-

or sell any financial instrument or to subscribe to any financial in-

ucts are in general bearing higher risks than others but general rules

strument. This document does not contain any recommendation per-

cannot be relied on. It is remembered that past performance is not

sonal or generic and does not take into account the investment ob-

a reliable indication of future results and that historical returns and

jectives, financial situation or needs, or knowledge and experience

past performance as well as financial market scenarios are not relia-

of any persons. This document does not contain any offer or any

ble indicator of future performance, significant losses remaining al-

solicitation to purchase or subscribe to any financial services or to

ways possible. The value of any investment depends also on the fact

participate in any financial strategy in any jurisdiction. It does not

that the base currency of the portfolio is different from the currency

constitute an advertisement or an investment recommendation or a

of the investment subject to the foreign exchange rates. The exchange

research or strategy recommendation. Moreover, it is provided for

rates may fluctuate and adversely affect the value of the investment

informational and illustrative purposes only and does not contain fi-

when it is realized and converted in the base currency of the portfolio.

nancial analysis. This document mentions and presents benchmarks
which may only be used for comparison. The information provided

Distribution information

must not be relied on and must not be the only source to make a de-

This document is not directed towards specified jurisdictions or to-

cision about financial investments. It is also not a legal or tax advice,

ward specific person or entity resident in a specific jurisdiction and

or any recommendation about any kind of financial services and is

doesn’t constitute any act of distribution, in jurisdiction where such

not intended to constitute any kind of basis on which to make a de-

publication or such distribution is contrary to the applicable law or

cision on a financial investment. Banque Eric Sturdza SA is not re-

regulation or would be contrary to any mandatory license require-

sponsible and may not be held responsible for any loss arising from

ment. This document is provided for the sole use of its recipient and

decision taken on the basis of the information provided in this doc-

must not be transferred to a third person or reproduced.

ument or for any liabilities arising from such decision. Although all
due diligence has been performed to ensure that this information is
accurate at the time of its publication, no guarantee is given regarding its accuracy, exhaustiveness or reliability. The information provided may change, even immediately after publication and there is
no obligation to provide an up to date information at any time. Furthermore, the information provided in this document do not intend
to provide all the legal and necessary information on financial instruments or on issuers. Other publications from Banque Eric Sturdza SA may in the past or in the future reach different conclusions
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